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Purpose
This document describes the BI capabilities in SAP NetWeaver Visual Composer and explains how to use
them.

BI backend systems that can be consumed in Visual Composer
Visual Composer can connect to an SAP BI system using its RFC connector, and to any JDBC system using its
BI JDBC connector. For modeling with RFC-based BI queries, Visual Composer can connect to and consume
only those BI data sources on SAP NetWeaver 7.0.

Accessing SAP BI systems
Visual Composer uses the portal system landscape as its repository for BI systems. Therefore, you should
configure your BI system as a portal system in the portal. For more information, use this article.

Searching and using BI data services
Once you have configured your BI system as a portal system, you can use its data in Visual Composer
Storyboard in two ways:


By selecting a BI system, searching for a certain BI Query / View / InfoProvider / Characteristic / Filter in
the Search task panel and dragging it to the model



By choosing BI Services  Query Wizard from the main menu. This launches a wizard in which you
select a certain system, select a BI Query / View / InfoProvider / Characteristic / Filter and then
customize it.
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Working with the BI Query Wizard
The BI Query Wizard is a powerful tool that enables you to select an existing BI query and customize the data it
returns according to your needs. Here is a detailed description of each step in the wizard:
1. Choose BI ServicesQuery Wizard to open the BI Query Wizard.

2. The first step is to define the data source of the query you want to use. You can do one of two things:


Search for a predefined BI query in your OLAP system or select a table from your database:
i. Click the Go button next to Search for Data Source.
ii. In the Search for BI Data Source dialog box, select your BI data source, the name of
the data source or component you want to use (* wildcard is acceptable) and the type
of the data source (BI Query / View / InfoProvider / Characteristic / Filter for OLAP
systems and Table in case it’s a BI JDBC system).
iii. Click Search to start searching for the data source.
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i. Once you have located your data source, select it and click OK.



Write your own SQL statement that will be executed on your database.
i. Click the Go button next to Build SQL Query.
ii. Select an SQL system (BI JDBC) system.
iii. In the BI SQL EDITOR dialog box, enter your SQL statement. You can validate the
statement by clicking Validate.
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iv. Click OK to save the SQL statement.

3. In the wizard, click Next to define the filter and variable values.
4. In this step, you can set up the FILTER port and the VARIABLE port. By default, the Filter and Variable
values are provided at runtime via the FILTER port and VARIABLE port. Alternatively, you can specify
values here. For each characteristic, you can set a flag to include the characteristic in the command
port. By doing this, you can change the position of that characteristic at runtime. Note that this causes
the DATA port to be fully dynamic.
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5. Click Next to select the characteristics / structure members of the query.
6. In this step, you can select the characteristics and structure members to be included in the DATA port of
the query object. You should keep the following in mind:


The selected characteristics define the number of rows that will appear in the data port. (At
runtime, at least one characteristic value differs in each row.)



Only the first selected characteristic can be used for a hierarchical display.



Unselected characteristics can be used in a later step to create multiple data columns.

7. Click Finish to complete the wizard.
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Structure of BI data services in Visual Composer
A BI data service can have up to two input ports and two output ports. Using the FILTER and VARIABLE input
ports, you can set the input parameters for the BI query or query view. The results for the BI object are provided
in the DATA output port. The INFO output port provides general parameters for the BI object.


FILTER input port
The FILTER input port contains exactly one field for each characteristic in the rows, columns, or free
characteristics of the BI object. Each filter is a field of type String and can contain a filter condition for
which you can select a single value, multiple values, intervals, and free selection options:
o Single value
Enter the value; for example PROD1.
o

Multiple single values
Enter the values separated by semicolons; for example PROD1; PROD2; PROD4.

o

Intervals
Enter the lower and upper values separated by a minus sign (-); for example, PROD1-PROD3.

o

Free selection options
You can enter a combination of single values and intervals; for example, PROD1; PROD3;
PROD5-PROD8.

Note
The values in the filter conditions string must be the display type key and not the display type text.


VARIABLE input port
The VARIABLE input port contains exactly one field for each input-enabled variable of the BI object.
You can specify whether the variables contain one single value, multiple single values, an interval, or a
complete selection option. Each variable field is a String type field and can contain selections with the
same syntax as that used for filters. The values in the string also have to be the display type key.
If the BI object does not contain any input-enabled variables, the VARIABLE input port is not generated.



DATA output port
The DATA output port is generated as follows:
o A field is generated for each display type (key, text) of a characteristic in rows or columns; for
example, Product_Text and Product_Display_Key.
o The display for characteristic attributes is the same as for characteristics.
o If the BI object contains one key figure structure, three fields are generated for each structure
member:
 Field of type String for formatted values; for example, Revenue_FMTVALUE
 Field of type String for units; for example, Revenue_UNIT
 Numeric field for actual values; for example, Revenue_VALUE

Note
The field name is generated from the technical name of the structure element in the
Query Designer (in the example 'Revenue'). If you do not specify a technical name for
the structure element in Query Designer, the GUID is used for the field name.
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o


If the BI object contains a key figure structure and another structure, these three fields are
generated for each member combination of the two structures.

INFO output port
The INFO output port provides general parameters for the BI object, such as the name of the query, the
data, and information about the last change made.

Creating a simple BI application
In this section, we will create a simple BI application that uses a BI data source, an input form and an output
table. Make sure that the BI system is configured in the portal system landscape.
1.

Create a new Visual Composer composite view.

2.

Click the

3.

Select Query from the Type dropdown box.

4.

Enter the name of the query in the Search for field.

5.

Click Search. You can use the * wildcard.

6.

Select the query and drag it onto the Design board.

7.

If you have variables or filter defined in your query, drag a form out of the corresponding in-ports.

8.

Drag a table/form out of the DATA out port.

9.

Deploy the application.

button in the task panel toolbar. Select the BI system from the Search In dropdown box.

Creating a simple BI Planning application
This section describes how to design a composite view to be used for planning.
In order to use the planning functionality of BI Integrated Planning, you need to select an input-ready query as
the data source for your model. You can define and configure the queries in BEx Query Designer. You can also
include planning functions and planning sequences created in the BI system.
1. Create a new Visual Composer composite view.
2. Select an input-ready query as the data source and add it to your model. For more information, see
Searching and using BI data services
Note
When you add an input-ready query to the Design board, two data service icons are created. One is
responsible for reading the data from the BI system. The other is responsible for writing back the plan
data. To distinguish between the two services, the suffix _write is added to the name of the second data
service.
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3. Define the data flow.






The two data service icons need to be connected with a table view. To add a table view to your
model, drag a line from the DATA output port of the data service for reading and choose Table
View from the context menu. In the Define Data dialog box, check the fields that you want to be
displayed in the table. Connect the OUT output port of the table view with the DATA input port
of the data service for writing back.
Add an action – such as via a button (you can add a button in layout) – that triggers the
execution of the writing service. The FILTER and VARIABLE input ports are typically connected
to a form view, which enables you to enter values for filters and variables.

If the query needs to be refreshed after writing back the data (for example, because a
calculated key figure has to be recalculated), connect the INFO output port with one of the input
ports of the reading data service.

4. Deploy the application.
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BI Planning data services
This section describes the BI Planning dialog boxes displayed when you choose a menu item from the BI
Services menu in the Visual Composer main menu bar.



Planning Function Dialog Box

The Planning Function dialog box is intended to select a planning function and a filter created in the SAP
NetWeaver BI Integrated Planning and to add it to your Visual Composer model.
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The Planning Function dialog box contains the following items:
Item

Description

System

Select an SAP NetWeaver BI system.

Search for

Enter the name of a planning function you want to locate. You can use an
asterisk (*) in the string as a wildcard to search for a partial match.

Planning function

Displays the planning function that you selected in the result list.

Select Filter

Lists the available filters.

Filter

Displays the filter that you selected in the filter list.

Planning Function icon on Visual Composer Design board



Planning Sequence Dialog Box

The Planning Sequence dialog box is intended to select a planning sequence created in the SAP NetWeaver BI
Integrated Planning and add it to your Visual Composer model.
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The Planning Sequence dialog box contains the following items:
Item

Description

System

Select an SAP NetWeaver BI system.

Search for

Enter the name of a planning sequence you want to locate. You can use an
asterisk (*) in the string as a wildcard to search for a partial match.

Planning Sequence

Displays the planning sequence that you selected in the result list.

Planning Sequence icon on Visual Composer Design board



Planning Command Dialog Box

The Planning Command dialog box is intended to select the planning command Save and Reset from SAP
NetWeaver BI Integrated Planning and add it to your Visual Composer model. A button with the command will
be displayed at runtime.
If you change data via the write back service or planning functions and sequences, only the data in the memory
is changed. The changes can be persisted to the database with the Save command. The Reset command
undoes all changes and releases the locks. This command is only needed in exceptional cases, as the locks
are released anyway when leaving an application.

The Planning Command dialog box contains the following items:
Item

Description

System

Select an SAP NetWeaver BI system

Commands

Select Save or Reset.
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Planning Command icon on Visual Composer Design board

Add data services for planning
You can add planning functions, planning sequences and planning commands using the BI Services option in
the Visual Composer main menu. A data service can be executed via an action, for example, triggered by a
button.
Example 1







Add a Save action to the table (using a button, for example).
Add the Save Planning command to your model
Drag a line from the OUT output port of the table view and connect it with PARAMETERS input
port of the Save Planning Command service.
Configure the line to trigger the Save event that you defined on the table.
Deploy and run the application.
You can use the Save button of the table in order to save the plan data.
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Example 2
In this example, you can see the use of Planning Function and Planning Sequence services.
Typically, a query within the same model will need to be refreshed in order to show the results of the planning
function or sequence. Therefore, connect the OUTPUT out port of the planning function/sequence with one of
the input ports of the reading data service - in a way similar to what you did to refresh the query after writing
back data.

Related Content
Visual Composer for SAP NetWeaver CE 7.1
SAP NetWeaver Visual Composer FAQ
Modeling Composite Views Using BI Data Services
BI Data Services
Configuring Visual Composer to Consume Data Sources
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